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Locked 
to the industry

HEKKTA’s new service takes 
the pain out of LinkedIn 
posting and management.

You take the pictures, we do the rest
(concept creation, strategy, monthly management, page 
growth, ad creative, branded photos, think pieces, project 
updates, technical support, analytic reports...)

Become a Linkedin 
master with Social Mogul



LinkedIn is a vast opportunity of networks, 
future clients, buyers just waiting to be 
connected to the right fit for them;

But let’s be honest, it’s a bit of a pain.

Finding the time to capture, caption and post 
all the content required is time consuming 
and tiresome, in between everything else 
required with your work.

Allow Mogul to take that  
weight off your shoulders.
HEKKTA’s new service allows you to focus on 
things you’re good at, and then we show off 
your good work for you.

Unlike competitor services, which focus 
solely on the building’s social media, we 
believe a huge chunk of people are being 
missed. Your network.

We will run your LinkedIn, mapping out 
strategies which will reach and connect with 
the right people, and post all the content for 
you, all mapped out in a monthly calendar. 
You just need to glance at it once and give us 
the thumbs up.

An agent’s organic reach when marketing a 
space is a vital asset in the armoury, which 
is an opportunity frequently missed. Using 
your current audience, Mogul will grow 
and expand that audience into a larger and 
more captive one, helping you get the right 
message to the people that want to hear it.

Our team will create consistent content, 
generate interest and intrigue around projects 
and destinations, as well providing insights 
and updates of projects and associated 
events. This not only enhances your projects’ 
reach, but equally increases your personal 
visibility within the industry.

Consistent, relevant and reliable.



How It Works
At the beginning of each month, we will 
have a meeting to discuss the content for 
the month, either in person or over Zoom. 
This is to make sure we are up to date with 
everything going on your end, and discuss 
anything you want to focus on or discuss with 
us, such as upcoming projects or new space 
coming available.  

You will receive access to an online calendar 
which outlines all of the content planned for 
the month, which is stored and updated on 
the HeyOrca website online, which you can go 
back to and make any adjustments you would 
like at any time you would like. 

Once you give the go ahead through HeyOrca, 
your work is done! 

We will keep posting throughout the month, 
and you can sit back and relax, and watch the 
likes roll in. 

The content plan is always malleable and 
adjustable, depending on what you are able 
to provide to us. The more the better! But 
we understand that it is easy to forget to 
capture photos and sometimes, things don’t 
go to plan. 

HEKKTA are here to keep the social train 
going, shining a spotlight on significant 
current events, but still remaining relevant. 

We will also draft text based posts which 
shine a good light on project relevant areas, 
highlighting new investments, notable 
news and any other projects that are on the 
horizon; always with a finger on the pulse. 



Content Angles
Variety and consistency is the key for 
stay engaging, ensuring your posts are 
resonating, but not boring people. 

There are many ways to cut the cake. 

Your professional acitivies and projects 
are obviously key, for showing other 
agents, client and potential occupiers 
what you have going on and ensuring you 
are maximising your LinkedIn marketing 
potential. 

Either a finished development, a stylish 
new refurb, new space in a warehouse or 
brand, new offices. 

Whatever you have on the go, is worth 
shouting about!

We can brand all the photos you send us to 
make them look as slick and professional 
as possible, shown on the right. 



Content Angles
In addition to project updates, your own 
professional activies, such as events or talks, 
are worth highlighting and frequently get the 
best engagement out of all posts.



Content Angles
When you’re spending all that money 
on branding, brochures and CGI’s....

Show them off!



Content Angles
Although sometimes we simply just 
forget to take photos, and to ensure you 
are still keeping up a consistent account, 
HEKKTA can do our own research into 
project or company relevant articles, that 
we can refashion for you to post. 

This can be highlighting a new project in 
an area of business for you, enhancing it 
as an attractive area to work, or equally, 
shining a light on an important world 
event you want to shout about.



Why Is It Important?
• 53m users as of Jan 2022

• 300% increase in social  
media usage since 2020

• 3.8m social media users in UK property

LinkedIn was voted the best platform for organic 
results by 77% of the market.

Posting just once a week doubles your engagement 
rate. When you get higher engagement on one of 
your posts, your posts and your profile are pushed 
to people outside of your followers.

Within these sets of new eyes, lie new connections 
and potential buyers.

In addition to this, person to person marketing is 
shown to be more effective than company pages. 
Meaning your followers are more likely to like, 
comment and reshare your posts over something 
posted from a company or building page.

Again, within these sets of new eyes, lie new 
connections and potential buyers.

Allow Mogul to widen your scope of business as 
well as heightening your presence in the industry, 
and even better, making your competitors look lazy.



What We Need From You
We want to make it as easy as possible for 
you, and for the ease of communication to 
be seamless, to avoid constant back and 
forth with emails

With a constant Whatsapp running, as and when you 
have new photos or content, simply send them over 
instantly by phone.

No hassle, no time-wasting.

This can work for a whole team, or just one person. 
It’s all flexible. 

In order for us to run your social accounts, we do 
need access, however all passwords are stored in a 
secure and encrypted format. No other eyes will see 
them, and you can change the password anytime 
you wish.

In order to give your account the best chance of 
success, we ask for 4 to 5 photos or videos a month 
of any projects you are working on, and we can do 
the rest!

Any liaising about project logos and branding can be 
done directly with the marketing or design agency.

Again, no hassle, no time-wasting.

So what you waiting for ?

Calendar example for 4 people posting for a month



Contact Us

HEKKTA 
199a New King’s Rd 
Parsons Green 
London 
SW6 4SR

+44(0)3 441 9340 
hello@hekkta.com


